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Abstract
Learning-to-rank (LTR) has become a key tech-
nology in E-commerce applications. Previous
LTR approaches followed the supervised learning
paradigm so that learned models should match the
labeled data point-wisely or pair-wisely. However,
we have noticed that global context information,
including the total order of items in the displayed
webpage, can play an important role in interac-
tions with the customers. Therefore, to approach
the best global ordering, the exploration in a large
combinatorial space of items is necessary, which
requires evaluating orders that may not appear in
the labeled data. In this scenario, we first show that
the classical data-based metrics can be inconsistent
with online performance, or even misleading. We
then propose to learn an evaluator and search the
best model guided by the evaluator, which forms
the evaluator-generator framework for training the
group-wise LTR model. The evaluator is learned
from the labeled data, and is enhanced by incorpo-
rating the order context information. The generator
is trained with the supervision of the evaluator by
reinforcement learning to generate the best order in
the combinatorial space. Our experiments in one
of the world’s largest retail platforms disclose that
the learned evaluator is a much better indicator than
classical data-based metrics. Moreover, our LTR
model achieves a significant improvement (>2%)
from the current industrial-level pair-wise models
in terms of both Conversion Rate (CR) and Gross
Merchandise Volume (GMV) in online A/B tests.
1 Introduction
Learning-to-rank is the central problem and directly connects
with the profits in online search engines and recommendation
systems. Many previous LTR approaches assume the query
relevance of an item (or document) is inherent, and they want
models to accurately capture the relevance from a set of la-
beled data. The labels are commonly collected from cus-
tomers’ implicit feedback, which are treated as the ground-
∗denotes the authors contribute equally to the article
truth to train models in many approaches. In the above set-
ting, it is reasonable to focus on data-based ranking metrics,
such as the widely adopted Area Under Curve (AUC) and
Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG). It leads
to LTR models that tightly match the labeled data and the
models are then used to find the most relevant items.
Figure 1: An example of the decoy effect. Classical LTR may orga-
nize the order as the left one since their performances in history are
good. But it lacks abilities to find creative orders like the right one,
which potentially has a better performance.
However, in E-commerce scenarios, the conversion rate
of an item does not solely depend on itself. For instance,
if an item is surrounded by similar but expensive items, the
likelihood of buying it increases, known as the decoy ef-
fects. Figure 1 shows an illustrative example that the con-
text may change customers’ behaviors. If we count the pos-
sible surrounding contexts of an item, the number can be ex-
tremely huge since the contexts are related to the combina-
tions of all the items that can be billions. To overcome the
difficulty of the huge combinatorial space, different from the
classical LTR approaches, the re-ranking strategy was pro-
posed [Zhuang et al., 2018]. The learning process firstly finds
a small set of candidate items relevant to the query, and then
in the re-ranking phase, the order of the candidate items is
determined. The re-ranking strategy drastically reduces the
combinatorial space, and thus enables a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the candidates for finding a proper order. The
group-wise scoring functions (GSF) framework [Ai et al.,
2019] also pays attention to the influences between items,
where it shares the same setting with re-ranking.
Even if the re-ranking strategy has reduced the candidate
numbers so that the search in the combinatorial space is fea-
sible, we still need an accurate evaluator to score any item
list for finding the best order. However, it is quite often
that many orders of existed lists do not appear in the col-
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lected data. With these issues in mind, we can notice that
the previous approaches employing supervised learning with
data-based metrics have two major limitations. Firstly, we
discovered that the data-based metrics are often inconsistent
with the online performance, thus they can mislead the learn-
ing; secondly, the supervised learning paradigm is hard to ex-
plore the combinatorial space, thus it is hard to directly opti-
mize the final performance metrics such as Conversion Rate
(CR) and Gross Merchandise Volume (GMV). Therefore, it
is quite appealing to have an evaluation approach beyond the
dataset, and have an exploration approach beyond the super-
vised learning paradigm.
In this paper, we present an evaluator-generator frame-
work, EG-Rerank, for E-commerce group-wise LTR. EG-
Rerank learns an evaluator to predict the purchase probability
of ordered item lists using the information of the items and
the context. In addition, we introduce a discriminator which
works as a self-confidence scoring function, learned by ad-
versarial training to tell how confident the evaluator scores a
list. We use the discriminator to lead the generator to output
orders in its confident space in the view of discriminator. EG-
Rerank then trains the LTR model by a reinforcement learn-
ing approach, which has the ability to explore the item orders,
guided by the evaluator. The contributions of this paper are
summarized below:
• Through experiments on AliExpress Search, which is
one of the world’s largest international retail platforms,
we show that some commonly used data-based metrics
can be inconsistent with the online performance, thus
confirm that the data-based metrics can mislead the LTR
model learning.
• We show that the learned evaluator can be a much robust
objective, and can serve as a substitution of the data-
based metrics.
• We present the EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+ approach
of the evaluator-generator framework. EG-Rerank+ is
shown steadily improving the conversion rate by 2%
over the fine-tuned industrial-level re-ranking pairwise
scoring model in online A/B tests, which is considered a
significant improvement in a large and mature platform.
2 Related Works
Learning-to-rank (LTR) is to solve ranking problems by ma-
chine learning algorithms. There are several types of classic
models, such as point-wise models, pair-wise models and list-
wise models. Point-wise models [Cossock and Zhang, 2008;
Li et al., 2007] treat the ranking problems as classification or
regression tasks for each item. Pair-wise models [Joachims,
2002; Burges et al., 2005; Burges, 2010] convert the original
problem into the internal ranking of pairs. List-wise mod-
els [Cao et al., 2007; Xia et al., 2008; Ai et al., 2018] use
well-design loss function to directly optimize the ranking cri-
teria. Some more detailed definitions, such as the group-wise
model [Ai et al., 2019] and the page-wise model [Zhao et
al., 2018] are proposed in recent years, which share the same
intuition with the re-ranking method [Zhuang et al., 2018].
The pointer network was also used to be a solution for re-
ranking [Bello et al., 2018]. However, above-cited methods
focus on the data-based metrics like AUC and NDCG, which
are inconsistent with actual online improvement as we will
show.
Slate optimization is a close topic with learning-to-rank.
Recently, there are some slate optimization works for recom-
mendation systems, which do not completely focus on the
data-based ranking metrics. [Wang et al., 2019] uses a se-
quential evaluation and generation framework for slate opti-
mization, which is similar to ours. However, their reinforce-
ment learning solution performs poorly and they prefer to
apply supervising learning, which does not solve the incon-
sistency issue. In addition, repeated sampling and heuristic
search (such as beam search [Zhuang et al., 2018]) are very
time-consuming for online services. Exact-K Recommenda-
tion [Gong et al., 2019] uses a similar framework for the slate
optimization by imitating the outputs with good feedback.
Our method encourages models to outperform the experts (of-
fline data) by generative adversarial imitation learning, which
has been proven to be a better choice for imitation learning
than the behavior cloning methods [Ho and Ermon, 2016;
Duan et al., 2017]. List-CVAE [Jiang et al., 2019] is a con-
ditional variational autoencoder framework for optimizing a
list based on a fixed candidate set of items, making it difficult
to be deployed in a real large system.
Reinforcement learning [Sutton and Barto, 1998] algo-
rithms are aiming to find the optimal policy that maximizes
the expected return. Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
[Schulman et al., 2017] is one of them, which optimizes a sur-
rogate objective function vi stochastic gradient ascent. PPO
retains some benefits of Trust Region Policy Optimization
(TRPO) [Schulman et al., 2015], but with much simpler
implementation and better sample complexity. Moreover,
we introduce the Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning
(GAIL) [Ho and Ermon, 2016] to our framework. GAIL
is intimately connected to generative adversarial networks
[Goodfellow et al., 2014], which trains a policy to gener-
ate the data as close as possible with the experts’ data by
utilizing a discriminator. A GAIL framework to generate
virtual users was tried in a recent work [Shi et al., 2019],
while it did not model the contextual information in the fi-
nal order. Some other interesting works [Ie et al., 2019b;
Chen et al., 2019] use a pure reinforcement learning method
for slates optimization and have good performances in online
environments. Their methods focus on a series of slates and
optimize long term value (LTV) of users’ feedback, and we
focus on the other fundamental challenge to optimize single
slate without further interactions.
3 Methodology
Our evaluator-generator framework for group-wise LTR in-
cludes a generator, an evaluator and a discriminator. Rein-
forcement learning is an natural idea to optimize the genera-
tor with feedback from the evaluator in our framework.
3.1 Problem definition
Our objective is to find the best permutation among all permu-
tations of N candidate items in the item set I . Let u denote
a customer and o1:i denote the arrangement of first i items
and o is the shortening of o1:N . For simplicity, we assume
customers browse in a top-down manner, then the probability
that customer u purchases item i in order o can be written as
p(Ci|o1:i, u), where random variable Ci denotes the event of
purchasing item i . Recall that the number of candidates is so
small in re-ranking that re-ranking models can include infor-
mation of o, while ordinary LTR model scores items without
knowledge of complete candidates.
We use another random variable C to denote the number
of purchasing, then we have
E(C|o, u) =
N∑
i=1
E(Ci|o, u) =
N∑
i=1
p(Ci|o1:i, u) (1)
The last equation is held with the assumption of the top-
down browsing manner. The goal of ranking is to find a per-
mutation that maximizes the expected number of purchasing:
o∗ = argmax
o∈perm(I)
N∑
i=1
p(Ci|o1:i, u) (2)
where perm(I) is the set of all permutations of candidate
items. The purchase probability p(Ci|o1:j , u) here acts as the
evaluator in the framework, which plays an important role in
the training, and can be learned by any discriminative ma-
chine learning method. When choosing item i is considered
as an action and the feedback of evaluator p(Ci|o1:j , u) is
considered as the reward, the training of generator can be
connected with the evaluator by reinforcement learning al-
gorithms. Permutation o can be represented by a trajectory τ
which is sampled by a re-ranking policy pi and p(Ci|o1:j , u)
is considered as reward R(s, a) where o1:i−1 and u are the
state and item i is the action.
3.2 Evaluator
The evaluator is the key model in our framework and it pre-
dicts the expected number of purchases of lists, which is the
objective we want to maximize. The evaluator is expected
to judge performances of orders and can provide appropriate
rewards. In our setting, the reward of an order is the expec-
tation of the number of purchases
∑N
i=1 p(Ci|o1:i, u), which
has been introduced in the last section.
The structure of our evaluator is shown in Figure 2.
The input includes the features of a list of items x =
(x1, x2, ..., xN ) and the scenario feature bg. Scenario feature
is independent to items, but provides abundant information
for us, such as date, language and open profiles of users. We
use DNN2 to extract the hidden feature for each item:
si = DNN
2([xi, bg]) (3)
where DNNk represents a network with k fully connected
layers. To characterize the context of an item, we use a LSTM
cell to process the state:
hi = LSTM(hi−1, si) (4)
Finally we use another DNN3 to regress the probability of
purchasing item i under state hi:
pi = sigmoid(DNN
3([si, hi])) (5)
In order to take over the sparseness of purchase samples,
the evaluator is also co-trained with click labels. It can help
model learn common knowledge in the click prediction task
and the purchase prediction task.
pclicki = sigmoid(DNN
3([si, hi])) (6)
the loss function is a weighted sum of both objectives and a
parameter α should be chosen according to the ratio between
the number of purchases and clicks.
L(θ) =
∑
CE(pi) + α ∗
∑
CE(pclicki ) (7)
where CE is short for standard cross entropy loss.
3.3 Generator
With a reliable evaluator, the generator is possible to au-
tonomously explore the best order. The structure of our gen-
erator is similar to the pointer network and well simplified for
faster online predicting.
Encoder
Our encoder divides the input into two parts. The first part
is to characterize the current state of the list, which can be
similarly processed as the evaluator has done:
h(t)s = LSTM(h
(t−1)
s , DNN
2([bg, xoutt−1 ])) (8)
where xoutt−1 is item outt−1, which is the item picked in step
t−1. The second part is to extract the feature of actions (next
chosen item):
h(i)a = DNN
2(xi) (9)
Note that h(i)a is the same for all step t and can be reused.
Finally the output of encoder is
enc(t) = [enc
(t)
i ]
n
i=1 = [h
(i)
a ;h
(t)
s ]
n
i=1 (10)
The output has N vectors where enc(t)i includes the features
of a candidate item and the current hidden state.
Decoder
Then the decoder receives N pairs of actions and the hidden
states as above. Due to the time bottleneck of the online sys-
tem, we use DNN3 to decode the probabilities of actions.
The output is sampled from the softmax(DNN3(enc(t)i ))
for unpicked item i which can be done by simple masking.
3.4 EG-Rerank
We use the PPO algorithm to optimize the generator through
the feedback of evaluator on the generator output. However,
standard PPO failed to train a stable critic network in our of-
fline data. In our experiment, the critic network always out-
puts random values and cannot help the training too much
with the state produced from the encoder. Instead of training
a critic network, we sample a few trajectories and then can
estimate the value of a state. Concretely, we sample k tra-
jectories τsti from a state st to calculate the estimate of state
value, which denoted as V˜ (st).
V˜ (st) =
1
k
k∑
i=1
∑
(s,a)∈τsti
R(s, a) (11)
Figure 2: The framework of EG-Rerank. The evaluator is trained and fixed first, and then we can train the generator by PPO where the
rewards are provided by the evaluator. For EG-Rerank+, the generator and the discriminator are trained simultaneously.
Moreover, we calculate the standard deviation of value esti-
mation and apply it to the loss function to make training more
stable. The standard deviation of V˜ (s) can be formulate as
σV˜ (st) =
√√√√√1
k
k∑
i=1
 ∑
(s,a)∈τsti
R(s, a)− V˜ (s)
2 (12)
The loss function of EG-Rerank can be written as
L(θ) = −Eˆt[min(rt(θ)Aˆt, clip(rt(θ), )Aˆt] (13)
Aˆt =
∑N
i=tR(si, ai)− V˜ (st)
σV˜ (st)
(14)
rt(θ) =
piθ(at|st)
piθold(at|st)
(15)
Here clip(x, ) is equivalent to min(max(x, 1− ), 1+ )
where  is 0.01 in our experiments. Policy piθold is the one
collecting rewards and piθ is current policy. The motivation
of involving rt(θ) is to forbid too fast changing of policy and
practically helpful. With the above loss function, the gener-
ator can update its parameters by sampling trajectories and
interacting with the evaluator to get rewards.
The framework is supposed to work smoothly when the
evaluator is well trained. Nevertheless, an obvious weakness
appears since the evaluator tries modeling customers’ actions
only by a narrow scope in combinatorial space of items. Fig-
ure 3 shows this phenomenon in the simulated environment.
Figure 3: The prediction bias in the test set (left) and the full sample
space (right) in a simulated environment with only 30 items. The
train and test sets are logged by a trained model and they have the
same distribution with selection bias. The gap between the score of
the evaluator and the environment is clearly more significant in the
full sample space even with such a small number of samples.
3.5 EG-Rerank+
Our solution is to introduce a sequential discriminator
D(x|w), which w is the parameters of the discriminator. We
denote this framework as EG-Rerank+.
The D(x|w) gives a confidence score of whether the
list is a real logged list. For an ordered item list x =
(x1, x2, ..., xN ), D(x|w) is the summation of item rank
scores, which are produced by a sequential structure
si = DNN
2([xi, bg]) (16)
hi = LSTM(hi−1, si) (17)
scorei = DNN
3([si, hi]) (18)
D(x|w) =
∑
scorei (19)
The discriminator is trained by classifying the generated
list x and the labeled list x′, which is updated with gradient
Eˆx [∇w log (D(x|w))] + Eˆx′ [∇w log (1−D(x′|w))] (20)
We take the output of the discriminator as part of the re-
ward for EG-Rerank+ learning,
R+(si, ai) = R(si, ai) + c ∗ scorei (21)
This modification will lead the generator outputting orders
where the discriminator cannot easily distinguish the source.
Therefore, the feedback of the evaluator becomes more con-
fident. Figure 4 shows the distribution of lists in logged
data, outputs of EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+. We use t-SNE
for data dimensionality reduction (without knowledge about
groups) and visualization. The data contains thousands of real
lists that have original query ‘phone screen protectors’ in the
online system. It is clear to see that outputs of EG-Rerank+
are closer to the logged lists than EG-Rerank.
Figure 4: Lists distribution in real data. To reduce the noise in
the online environment and for better presentation, we remove 20%
records which are farthest to the centroid in their group.
4 Experiments
We first share two real cases in AliExpress Search with two
types of average Group AUC [Zhou et al., 2018]:
• offline GAUC: the one computed before a model
changes the order (old labels);
• online GAUC: the one computed after a model changes
the order (new labels).
Table 1 shows the offline GAUC of two models in a week.
Pages (lists of item) are considered as groups and purchased
items have a positive label.
Methods Update offline GAUC CR gap
RankNet* Real-time 0.783 0.000%
EG-Rerank Daily 0.512± 0.007 +2.022%± 0.015
Table 1: GAUC in offline data and online performance of models.
In CR gap columns, the first row is always the baseline.
RankNet* is the industrial-level pair-wise model we men-
tioned, and it follows the design of RankNet and has the best
offline performance in long-term experiments. We can see
that EG-Rerank receives poor Group AUC but increases the
number of purchases greatly (more than 2%).
Next, table 2 shows the online GAUC and actual perfor-
mances of three online experiments in August 2019.
online GAUC Aug 17 Aug 18 Aug 19 Aug 20
Model 1 0.786 0.787 0.794 0.792
Model 2 0.788 0.786 0.789 0.793
Model 3 0.805 0.803 0.800 0.797
CR gap Aug 17 Aug 18 Aug 19 Aug 20
Model 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Model 2 0.72% -0.36% -0.12% -0.49%
Model 3 -8.45% -8.25% -7.25% -10.13%
Table 2: Online Group AUC and actual performances of three mod-
els on four days in August 2019.
From table 2, it seems that model 3 is the best one among
them according to offline metric GAUC. But in fact, model 3
is actually the worst one in CR gap. Consider such an extreme
case: a model always picks the best item from its view, and
then add irrelative items to the list. It can have an online
GAUC approaches 1 (since only the first item may have a
positive label) but obviously performs poorly online.
From the above two facts, we can see that neither offline
Group AUC nor online Group AUC, and also other traditional
ranking metrics that computed from original labels, can prop-
erly reflect the models’ performance in the real E-commerce
system. Therefore, we would like to emphasize the impor-
tance of the evaluator: it is not only a module in the frame-
work but also a novel metric for ranking, which is much more
related to online performance than data-based metrics.
4.1 Offline experiment: under a simulated
environment
We are going to show that classical ranking metrics are an in-
consistency with our objective even in a simple LTR scenario.
We set up the offline experiments under a simulated rule-
based environment, which has mutual influences between
items and the environment is easy to reproduce.
Simulated environment
Our simulated environment borrows some ideas from the de-
sign of Google’s RecSim [Ie et al., 2019a]. We prepare 1000
items and each item has a random feature of length 30. Sub-
sets of size 15 are sampled uniformly from 1000 items for
5000, and then we randomly repeat to sample lists from each
subset for 50 times. Compared with 5000,
(
1000
15
)
is so large
that the distribution bias exists naturally. We send all these
sampled lists to the simulated environment and it will label
the data and models may access. To label the data, firstly
the environment scores items by summing up a randomly
weighted DNN and mutual conversion benefits yielded from
the cosine distance between its feature and the average prefix
feature. Then with a sampling from these scores, each item
gets a 0-1 label and indicates whether an item is clicked. The
score of a list is the expected number of clicks of it, which is
exactly the summation of the scores in the above step.
We take five indicators (NDCG, Group AUC, AUC on list
pairs, Evaluator Score and Environment score) into consider-
ation. ‘AUC on list pairs’ is an indicator of how a model can
precisely find the better list between a pair of lists, where the
label of each list is the number of clicks on it. The evalua-
tor is required to have a high AUC on list pairs, and then it
can properly supervise the generator to find efficient orders.
Since some LTR models are independent with the order of
items, we add a position discount weight to their output on
each item like NDCG, and this weighted sum is the score to
list. For the evaluator, it already has the contextual informa-
tion and there is no need to design a heuristic weight for it.
Evaluator Score is the prediction from the evaluator, and it is
also used to train EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+, and environ-
ment score is the one we want to maximize.
Models for comparison
Offline experiments are divided into two groups. The first
group contains classical methods which generates orders by
their scores. All features contain the global feature exten-
sion in miDNN [Zhuang et al., 2018]. We use miDNN
as a base model, and apply mean square root error (MSE)
loss, cross entropy (CE) loss and hinge loss to represent
point-wise methods, and apply pair-wise logistic loss and
hinge loss to represent pair-wise methods which are similar
to RankNet [Burges et al., 2005]. For list-wise methods, we
involve ListNet [Cao et al., 2007] and ListMLE [Ai et al.,
2018]. Group-wise scoring framework [Ai et al., 2019] is
a novel choice for re-ranking, and we examine GSF(3) and
GSF(10) with the sampling trick introduced in its paper.
The second group contains the methods which straightfor-
wardly generate the orders. A pointer network solution [Bello
et al., 2018] is recently proved to be efficient, which is trained
by supervised learning. Two different loss functions are in the
paper, namely cross entropy loss and hinge loss, are added
to the experiment. EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+ also appear
in this group. We did not try a Behavior Cloning method
like [Gong et al., 2019], because it is hard to define good lists
for model cloning in our virtual task.
Method groups Method Ranking policy NDCG Group AUC AUC on list pairs Evaluator score True score
Point-wise method
miDNN + MSE loss By scores 0.971020 0.946146 0.725314 5.530002 5.553024
miDNN(CE loss) By scores 0.971223 0.946613 0.726313 5.521028 5.532152
miDNN(Hinge loss) By scores 0.956350 0.893319 0.695156 5.559538 5.529714
Pair-wise method RankNet(Logistic loss) By scores 0.969761 0.944799 0.714187 5.565940 5.581728RankNet*(Hinge loss) By scores 0.948557 0.902552 0.701231 5.718276 5.681378
List-wise method ListNet By scores 0.971562 0.947294 0.718952 5.542377 5.552450ListMLE By scores 0.969381 0.941692 0.690072 5.525342 5.566518
Group-wise method GSF(3) By scores 0.972133 0.947882 0.727182 5.529502 5.539089GSF(10) By scores 0.971930 0.948002 0.682393 5.547943 5.554019
Pointer network seq2slate(CE loss) Generate orders 0.871331 0.839300 - 5.802512 5.769682seq2slate(Hinge loss) Generate orders 0.966575 0.936420 - 5.668325 5.664184
Evaluator-Generator
Evaluator No 0.979085 0.961139 0.776758 - -
EG-Rerank Generate orders 0.668857 0.477477 - 7.145500 6.765836
EG-Rerank+ Generate orders 0.658256 0.430394 - 7.156823 6.783467
Table 3: Models performance in the rule-based simulated environment. The evaluator scores item depends on the original order, so we exclude
it in the generating task. The generator of EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+ do not have the function to score lists. The best in groups is denoted
by underline and the global best is in bold.
Result analysis
We show the complete results in Table 3. Classic methods
get high NDCG and Group AUC in the simulated environ-
ment, while they are less possible to generate orders with a
high score in the environment. Instead of that, the EG-Rerank
series have low NDCG and Group AUC, but output more sat-
isfying orders. We can clearly see that data-based ranking
metrics are inconsistent with the actual performance.
Another observation is that ‘Evaluator score’ column is
much more consistent with ‘True score’ than data-based rank-
ing metrics. However, the evaluator still fails to capture the
accurate true score. EG-Rerank and EG-Rerank+ both get a
high evaluator score, but the gap of true scores between the
traditional methods and them are not significant as the gap
of evaluator scores. It again implies that the evaluator can-
not correctly predict the score for orders which are far away
from the distribution of labeled data. Intuitively, EG-Rerank+
should not get a better evaluator score since the reward is
mixed by the distribution reward, but in the experiment EG-
Rerank+ has both a better evaluator score and true score than
EG-Rerank. We conjecture that the discriminator helps the
generator more likely to find better local optima.
4.2 Online A/B tests
We set up a few online A/B tests on AliExpress Search, where
each model serves a random portion of search queries. Mod-
els can access data in the last two weeks and there are bil-
lions displayed lists (O(109)) and millions purchased records
(O(106)). The conversion rate of purchases is the main cri-
terion of online performance. The online environment varies
so rapidly that the gaps may be different day by day. All A/B
tests were held for a week and the variances then are accept-
able and the better method can be clearly determined.
Since the online testing resource is expensive, only the
model that gets significant offline improvement can be ex-
amined online. In our long-term trials, fined-tuned RankNet*
has been proven to have both the best offline performance
(GAUC 0.78) and a great online improvement. RankNet*
is well collaborated with the system and can update itself
almost real-time, where EG-Rerank (EG-Rerank+) is incre-
mentally trained every day. Thanks to the discriminator strat-
egy, EG-Rerank+ has a higher average offline Group AUC
(about 0.63) than EG-Rerank (about 0.51). The results for
online metrics are shown in Table 4.
Methods Update Online GAUC Evaluator* CR gap
No Re-rank - 0.758± 0.004 +0.000% +0.000%
RankNet* Real-time 0.789± 0.002 +15.16% +6.559%± 0.013
RankNet* Real-time 0.793± 0.002 +0.000% +0.000%
EG-Rerank Daily 0.783± 0.003 +9.938% +2.022%± 0.015
RankNet* Real-time 0.803± 0.006 +0.000% +0.000%
EG-Rerank+ Daily 0.796± 0.007 +2.108% +2.282%± 0.005
EG-Rerank Daily 0.774± 0.015 +0.000% +0.000%
EG-Rerank+ Daily 0.786± 0.003 +0.809% +0.626%± 0.008
Table 4: Online performance. In CR gap columns, the first row is
always the baseline so has CR gap 0%.
The results demonstrate the inconsistency between on-
line Group AUC and online improvement. On the other
hand, ‘Evaluator*’ in the table is another model that has the
same structure as the evaluator in the framework, while it
takes real-time training and can better predict models’ per-
formance. It can even capture the slight gap between EG-
Rerank and EG-Rerank+. According to the results in the ta-
ble, we can see that it may be a potentially consistent metric.
Although it is hard to predict the accurate gap in A/B tests,
the online evaluator can find the winner with high probabil-
ity. Therefore, we can regard it as a useful metric that can
predict actual performances of models offline.
5 Conclusion
In E-commerce ranking tasks, most of learning-to-rank meth-
ods may not work practically since their models lose effec-
tiveness when the order changes. We propose the evaluator-
generator group-wise LTR framework EG-Rerank+ which
consists of an evaluator, a generator and a discriminator. We
demonstrate its great performance in both offline and online
situations and believe the framework is valuable for a vari-
ety of real-world ranking scenarios and may significantly im-
prove the business goals in different E-Commerce tasks.
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